W hat will Earth's fate be when the Sun dies? Writing on page 546 of this issue, Vanderburg et al. 1 offer a dramatic answer in their discovery of one, or possibly several, dying minor planets, which have a rocky bulk and chemical composition similar to Earth's. These small bodies are in a tight orbit around a white dwarf, the remnant of a Sun-like star that has reached the end of its life, and they are being shredded to pieces by the star's strong gravity and radiation field. The authors' observations of the system reveal multiple transit signals -the periodic dimming of the stellar light caused by passing foreground objects -induced by one or several disintegrating bodies that have orbital periods of 4.5 to 4.9 hours.
The vast majority of exoplanets discovered up to now orbit main-sequence stars, which, like our Sun, are in the prime of their lives. By contrast, the minor planets discovered by Vanderburg et al. are orbiting a member of the stellar graveyard, but not for much longer. A star like the Sun reaches the end of its life when the nuclear fuel in the stellar core is exhausted. During this process the Sun will expand and become a red-giant star that will engulf the inner planets Mercury and Venus. Whether the Earth will be swallowed up by the bloated Sun is still a matter of debate; however, even if the Earth survives, its surface will be roasted. Following the red-giant phase, and before becoming a white dwarf, the Sun will lose a large fraction of its original mass.
This overall process will destabilize the planetary orbits 2 and might cause collisions between the planets, similar to those that occurred during the infancy of the Solar System. Some planets might in this way be shattered to pieces resembling asteroids. If such an asteroid wanders too close to the white dwarf it will be ripped apart by strong tidal (gravitational) forces, and a circumstellar dust disk will form 3, 4 of similar chemical composition to that of the original planetary core. Such a disk can be then accreted onto the atmosphere of the white dwarf 5 . White dwarfs are small but extremely dense, and so they have strong gravitational fields. Consequently, elements heavier than helium (called metals by astronomers) that fall into a white dwarf 's pure hydrogen or helium atmosphere are expected to sink towards the star's core within a matter of days. But astronomers have discovered metals such as carbon, silicon, oxygen and iron in the atmospheres of one-third of all known white dwarfs 6 , and observations at infrared wavelengths have revealed that some of these stars have circumstellar dust disks 7, 8 . Thus the atmospheric pollution of white dwarfs by metals such as these, which plausibly originated in circumstellar disks, provides strong evidence that a substantial fraction of white dwarfs have devoured broken-up planets or asteroids of chemical compositions similar to those of terrestrial bodies. After all, carbon, silicon, oxygen and iron make up roughly 93% of Earth's mass 9 . The NASA Kepler space observatory was launched in 2009 and since then it has been obtaining high-precision photometric measurements of the brightness of stars in the constellations Cygnus and Lyra 10 . By monitoring planetary transits, these observations
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A glimpse of Earth's fate
Analysis of data from the Kepler space observatory and ground-based telescopes has led to the detection of one, and possibly several, minor planets that are in a state of disintegration in orbit around a white dwarf star. See Letter p.546
The stilt-rooted trees of mangrove forests host rich biological diversity, as well as supporting fisheries and protecting shores from storm damage and erosion. These tidal-zone trees can maintain an appropriate soil elevation for local sea levels and inundation rates by accreting sediment or organic material around their roots (pictured, mangroves in Indonesia). show that for many forests, current rates of sea-level rise outpace this adaptive capacity.
Assessing 27 sites across the Indo-Pacific, the authors find that sediment availability is a key survival factor for mangroves in the region. But river damming and landuse change are reducing sediment supply. The researchers' modelling predicts that, at current rates of sea-level rise, many mangrove forests could be submerged by 2070. Marian Turner
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have led to the detection of hundreds of rocky exoplanets, and revolutionized this research field. Following technical problems during the first part of the mission, a second mission 11 (dubbed K2) was planned that included targets such as white dwarfs.
Vanderburg et al. analysed photometric observations of WD 1145+017, a white dwarf that was observed during K2, and discovered multiple transit features in the data. The authors then used an established statistical regression method 12 , and identified transit signals induced by bodies that have orbital periods of 4.5 to 4.9 hours. These transits immediately seemed peculiar: they were shallow, which means that they did not cause strong dimming of the star's brightness, and they lasted an unusually long time -about 40 to 80 minutes. Because white dwarfs are small (about the size of Earth), a solid body that passes in front of the stellar disk is expected to induce a short transit event lasting only a minute or so 13, 14 .
To clarify the nature of the transits, Vanderburg and colleagues further observed the system using several ground-based telescopes. This additional photometric monitoring revealed very deep (40% of the stellar light was blocked), short-duration (5-minute) asymmetric transits separated by the dominant 4.5-hour period identified in the K2 data. The typical geometry of a transit dictates that a small spherical disk passing in front of a larger spherical disk would yield a perfectly symmetrical transit light curve. These observations, however, obfuscated interpretations even more, because the transit signals seemed to be not only different, but also out of phase with those seen in the Kepler data, and morphologically asymmetrical between the initial and final parts of the transit. Finally, Vanderburg et al. analysed spectra of the white dwarf and detected metals in its atmosphere.
As the authors state, a possible explanation of the unusual transit events is one or several minor planets in orbit around WD 1145+017 that are losing material into space as they break into pieces. The evaporated material is expelled in a wind, forming a cloud of molecules that condenses behind the disintegrating body in the shape of a cometary tail (Fig. 1) . Evaporating planets have been observed transiting main-sequence stars 15, 16 , and those observations showed asymmetrical transit profiles and variable transit depths like the ones in the current study. In all these cases, a dust cloud trailing the evaporating body can explain the transits' variable depths, asymmetrical profiles and unusually long durations. It is extremely exciting that astronomers have recorded the final throes of a planetary system, and further analysis of its properties is warranted. This research will have a transformative impact on the exoplanet field and will stimulate studies of the chemistry of planetary interiors. Future observations of evaporating planets and metal-polluted white dwarfs might even allow scientists to distinguish between material that originated in a planet's core as opposed to its mantle. Although Earth's final days are a long way into the future, this research has allowed us a glimpse of the probably inescapable outcome. ■ 
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T he fossil record offers a compelling narrative of avian evolution. There are few known fossils of modern birds from the Cretaceous period (around 145 million to 66 million years ago), but most major modern-bird lineages are well represented in fossils from the Palaeogene (around 66 million to 23 million years ago). It is suggested that, following the mass extinction at the end of the Cretaceous that famously wiped out the non-avian dinosaurs, birds went through a (geologically) brief recovery followed by an explosive species radiation. But agreement between the fossil record and phylogenetic trees has been conspicuously absent. On page 569 of this issue, Prum et al. 1 use genome sequences of 198 bird species spanning the entire radiation of modern birds to build a new phylogeny. The authors' tree resolves the branching order at the origins of modern birds and strongly supports a rapid radiation of major bird lineages soon after the CretaceousPalaeogene mass extinction.
The evolutionary relationships between 
EVOLUTION
An avian explosion
The genome sequences of 198 bird species provide an unprecedented combination of breadth and depth of data, and allow the most robust resolution so far of the early evolutionary relationships of modern birds. See Letter p.569
